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Definitions of Data Science
2

4

6

1

The data scientist role
[…] requires a broad
combination of skills

Data science […] is an interdisciplinary field of scientific
methods, processes, algorithms and systems to extract
knowledge or insights from data in various forms, either
structured or unstructured.
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Data science […] combines different fields of work
in statistics and computation in order to interpret
data for the purpose of decision making.

However: No other science is defined by the skills / tools you need for your
research!
5

A Potentially More Appropriate Definition
Data science is the application of the scientific method to find opportunities
and efficiencies in business data (6, cf)
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Without reproducibility progress in
research is impossible and should be the
goal of every scientific process (9, 10)
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Iterative Process with High Risk of Disruption
•

Hypothesis

•
Results

Analytics

Data extract
/ receipt

Data load /
transform

The cycle from an hypothesis to
results is gone through many
times
Changes to one or more
component in each iteration
–
–
–
–

•
•

Customer requirements
Data (or understanding of it)
Algorithms
External packages in use

Even people involved can change
Potentially messy!
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Practical Example I
•

A small piece of analysis is done within a team

•

The results are shared with a customer

•

Months later, the customer comes back
with questions

•

Team has changed and work of colleague is
scattered around
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•

A small piece of analysis is done within a team

•

The results are shared with a customer

•

Months later, the customer comes back
with questions

•

Team has changed and work of colleague is
scattered around

•

The results can not be reproduced

Photo by Ian Espinosa on Unsplash

Practical Example I
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Practical Example II
•

A PoC is done by a team of data scientists

•

Their code is maintained and version controlled

•

An external package is used

•

Months after the successful PoC, a production system is to be
implemented
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•

A PoC is done by a team of data scientists

•

Their code is maintained and version controlled

•

An external package is used

•

Months after the successful PoC, a production system is to be
implemented

•

The external package has changed, but the version used cannot be
determined

Photo by Daniel Tausis on Unsplash

Practical Example II
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Code Example – An API Breaking Change
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Reproducible Data Science – Operating Model
Everyone in a team needs to be able to recreate..
• any work product
• without huge amount of (often outdated) documentation
We need a standardised operating model
• should be simple enough to follow, so that people do not avoid applying it
• should set out how (13)
–
–
–
–
–

data is extracted and received. There should be a log (who, what, when, how)
code is structured to enable flexibility, testability, and reviewability
to produce multiple versions of work products
code should be tested and bugs are tracked
peer review is organised
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Reproducible Data Science – Technical Ingredients
Everyone in a team needs to be
able to recreate..
•

the code we write
– version control
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Reproducible Data Science – Technical Ingredients
Everyone in a team needs to be
able to recreate..
•

the code we write
– version control

the environment we work in
– the python version and the
packages we use
– main subject of this
presentation

Source: xkcd.com

•
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Reproducible Data Science – Technical Ingredients
Everyone in a team needs to be
able to recreate..
•

the code we write
– version control

•

the environment we work in

•

Source: xkcd.com

– the python version and the
packages we use
– main subject of this
presentation

the data we work with
18

Reproducible Environments – Required Ingredients
In order to recreate the environment we work in, we need..
•

an isolated environment
– install packages without messing with other environments or global installation
– virtualenv

•

a way to keep track of installed packages with their versions
– and the packages they depend on
– requirements.txt (keeping up-to-date manually can be cumbersome..)

•

a way to conveniently recreate a predefined environment
– possibly on a different machine
– pip and PyPI (+ private package repository)
19
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What Are Virtual Environments?
•

Basically a directory in your file system that contains (i.a.)
–
–
–
–

•

the Python executable(s)
a hacked site.py (so that system standard lib can be used)
pip (configured so that it only modifies the environment’s own directory)
the packages installed in the environment

When a virtualenv is activated
– the environment’s directory is simply added to the front of your shell $PATH
– i.e. the environment’s executable is used when you execute python in that shell

21

Basic Handling
pip install virtualenv

Install virtualenv package

mkdir env_name
virtualenv env_name
source bin/activate
pip install …
pip freeze > requirements.txt
deactivate

Create new directory for venv
Create venv in new directory
Any Python command will be run in venv
Install package(s) in venv
Create file with ‘snapshot’ of venv
Deactivate the venv, use system Python

pip install -r requirements.txt

Install packages from snapshot
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One Tool for All Those Things?
Fairly new package Pipenv integrates all three requirements nicely:
– Conveniently create a virtual environment for each project
– Fine-grained bookkeeping of dependencies
• Instead of requirements.txt: two files
– (1) abstract definitions, (2) exact versions and hashes

• Updated automatically when installing new packages
• Visualize dependency trees

– Automatically (and deterministically) recreate environments
• Put bookkeeping files under version control with your code
• After git clone, just run pipenv install

Allows for reproducible workflow with minimal overhead
24

Pipenv in Action
pip install pipenv

Install Pipenv package

mkdir project && cd project
pipenv install

Create new directory for a project
Initialize Pipenv
–
–

pipenv install …

Install package(s) in virtualenv
–

pipenv graph
pipenv clean

create Pipfile, Pipfile.lock
create virtualenv
and update Pipfiles

pipenv shell

Show dependency tree
Remove dependencies no longer needed
Activate virtualenv

git clone project
pipenv install

After cloning a project, simply run install to
create virtualenv and install all packages
25

Anaconda / Conda
•

Anaconda
– is a Python distribution with a strong focus on Data (Science)
– many packages included in distribution
– includes UIs like Spyder, Jupyter, Rstudio

•

Conda
– is a package & environment manager
– if only Python packages are used, mostly interchangeable with pip + virtualenv
– but also handles dependencies outside of the Python ecosystem
• e.g. BLAS, LAPACK, HDF5

– offers binary packages
• no need to compile those dependencies yourself

– and expands to other Software as well, e.g. R
– aims for interoperability
26
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Some Context / Random Observations
•

Similar tools in R
– CRAN as package repository
– packrat for keeping track of project dependencies and providing isolated
environments

•

If we need to ensure portability on the OS level, we can use version
controlled
– docker containers
– virtual machines
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Side Note: Dealing with Changing Data
Versioned Data Storage
– Many concepts from code version control systems also apply
• Versions of datasets can be referred to using hashes
• But we deal with much larger objects
– Hash fragments of large datasets in order to store small updates efficiently

– Data repository, similar to package repo
• Specify data dependencies just like package depencies in a file
• Fetch data for a given project automatically

– Implemented in quilt (for example)
– All this applies as long as we do not deal with datasets that are
updated very frequently (or streaming data)
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